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The foundation of a successful business lies in its goodwill and
reputation. Intangible as it may be, the value of a brand name should not
be overlooked. A trademark is now legally recognised as a personal or
movable property, and can be used as a subject of security interests.1
Recently, a reputable local company even sold its trademark for RM83
million.2
The benefits of registering one’s trademark are thus obvious. As a
trademark owner, one enjoys exclusive rights to use the trademark, and
can claim relief for any unauthorised use.3 This exclusivity lasts for at
least 10 years, and is subject to perpetual renewal.4
The mistake, however, is when trademark owners rest on their laurels
the moment they secure registration of their trademarks. And by this we
mean being inactive or idle, neglecting “use” and putting their
trademarks through long periods of inactivity.
Under the Trademarks Act 2019, a trademark registration may be
revoked by the court if, among others ꟷ
(a)

It has not been used, within three years after registration, without
proper reasons; or

(b)

Its usage has been suspended for an uninterrupted period of
three years, without proper reasons.5

The rationale is simple. The “life” of a trademark depends on its use, and
continued non-use would lead to its “eventual death”.6 There is no
equitable or logical basis for continuance of protection if the trademark
is no longer in use for a sufficiently long period.7 Where the registration
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of a trademark is revoked, the rights of the trademark owner shall be
deemed to have ceased from the date of the application for revocation.8
In Al Baik, a foreign owner of a trademark registered in Malaysia back in
1997 had never operated any business in relation to the trademark in
Malaysia. Faced with the possibility of having its trademark revoked, the
owner attempted to salvage the situation by contending, among others, that
the trademark was well-known in its home country.9 This argument was
rejected and the Court of Appeal ordered revocation of the trademark.10
An aggrieved party who wishes to move the court for revocation may
attempt to prove “non-use” by commissioning a market survey. Useful
guidelines are found in the “Whitford Guidelines” on how market surveys
should be conducted in trademark cases,11 though the courts have stressed
they do not constitute a mandatory statutory requirement applicable to all
market surveys.12 The courts have therefore been cautious of accepting
market surveys conducted by litigants.13

In Essity Hygiene, the usefulness of two market surveys were
challenged.14 The defendant contended the market surveys failed to
monitor usage by the defendant, or rather the lack of usage, for a
continuous period of three years. Other grounds of challenge include the
frequency, quality of the survey and nature of the interviews
conducted.15 The High Court rejected the challenges and found it
unnecessary, if not oppressive, to require continuous monitoring by the
market surveys for the period proposed by the defendant.16
In a nutshell, trademark owners should remain vigilant and must not
nonchalantly take their exclusive rights for granted. Those who are lulled
into a false sense of security may find it too little, too late.
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